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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. All

questions carry equal marks.
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Unit IV

7. (a) What are ECA rules ? How are the

implemented in oracle 10 g ? 7

(b) Discuss steps involved in creating a

warehouse using oracle 10 g. 8

8. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Active Database

(b) Triggers. 15
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Unit I

1. (a) What are constraints in SQL ? What are

various types of it ? Give SQL commands

to apply and revoke constraints in SQL.

7

(b) What do you mean by table space ?

Explain various commands related to

table space management. 8

2. (a) What are various types of users supported

by oracle system ? Explain default

privileges for each users. 8

(b) What is Database ? What are its

components ? Explain Commands to

create a Database in SQL. Also discuss

how it can be accessed from a remote

terminal. 7

Unit II

3. What do you mean by database recovery ?

Describe the database recovery procedure

followed by oracle 10g. 15
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4. (a) What is import-export utility in Oracle ?

Step by step procedure to load data from

text files into database table in SQL. 8

(b) How to configure Oracle 10g for

performance tuning ? Explain step by

step. 7

Unit III

5. (a) Describe syntax for creating user defined

functions in PL/SQL ? Write a program

using functions in that will take a number

as input and will return its factorial. 8

(b) Describe various types of procedures in

PL/SQL. 7

6. What is Cursor ? Write a cursor in PL/SQL

that would take name of the employee as input

and will count the occurrences of that name in

Employee table. 15
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